2022 OBL
Security &
Technology
Conference
Wednesday, April 6 - Friday, April 8, 2022
Embassy Suites Columbus Airport | In-Person

Attend One or Both Tracks
Security Track – Day 1
Tech Track – Days 2 & 3

In today’s uncertain world, bank security - both physical and cyber - remain of
utmost importance to an institution’s customers, employees and community.
The Ohio Bankers League once again offers its information-packed, combined
Security and Technology Conference.
This program features two tracks that can be attended individually or together.
A bank may also share a seat at the program to save valuable dollars.
Security Track – Wednesday, April 6
Tech Track – Thursday & Friday, April 7 & 8

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
This program is designed for those who are responsible for physical security,
cybersecurity, fraud, IT planning, network administration, information security
and operations, as well as any others who are responsible for making
technology decisions at your institution, including senior level management.

Check the OBL website at
www.ohiobankersleague.com
for online registration details.
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AGENDA AT-A-GLANCE
SECURITY TRACK - APRIL 6

TECH TRACK DAY 1 - APRIL 7

8–8:30 am

OBL BankServices Expo

8–8:30 am

OBL BankServices Expo

8:30– 9:45 am

Welcome & Opening General Session:
The Future Starts Today

8:30–8:40 am

Welcome/Welcome Back

8:40–10 am

You Are a Technology Company

10–10:45 am

Concurrent Breakout Sessions

10:45–11 am

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

9:45–10 am

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

10–10:45 am

The Evolving Insider Threat

10:45–11 am

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

11 am–12 pm

ATM Skimming & Roma Gypsies: 		
A Case Study

12–12:45 pm

Lunch & OBL BankServices Expo

12:45–1:30 pm

Open Source Intelligence 			
Investigations

1:30–1:45 pm

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

1:45–2:30 pm

New Ideas to Modernize Your 		
Physical Security Risk Analysis

2:30–2:45 pm

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

PLUS! Thursday, April 7

2:45–3:30 pm

The Future of Branch Design and 		
What Security Officers Need to Know

4:30 - 6 pm

3:30–4:30 pm

Open Roundtable Discussion

11 am–12:15 pm As If We’ve Already Been 			
Breached: Zero Trust

12:15–1:15 pm

Converse & Connect & Lunch

1:15–2:15 pm

Cryptocurrency for 			
Financial Institutions

2:15–2:30 pm

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

2:30–4 pm

Regulator Panel Discussion

Networking Reception - Embassy Suites
Attend this casual networking reception, which includes
light hors d’oeuvres and complimentary beverages.

TECH TRACK DAY 2 - APRIL 8
8–8:30 am

OBL BankServices Expo

8:30–9:45 am

A Survey of Competition in 		
Deposits & Payments

9:45–10 am

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

VIRTUAL TRADE SHOW EXHIBITORS

10–11 am

Visit with exhibitors to become aware of tools,
products and resources to more effectively
manage technology risk.

Community Banker IT Forum 		
& Member Panel

11–11:15 am

OBL BankServices Expo & Break

•
•
•
•
•
•

AaSys Group, Inc.
Arctic Wolf
ATM Solutions, Inc.
Bankers Bank
Bytespeed
COCC, Inc.

• Community Banc
Consulting, Inc.
• Infotex
• IT Resource
• QSI, Inc.
• SBS CyberSecurity
• Young & Associates, Inc.

11:15 am–12 pm Concurrent Breakout Sessions
12–1:30 pm

Lunch & Roundtable Discussions

SECURITY TRACK – WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
GENERAL SESSIONS
Opening General Session: 			
The Future Starts Today
Jim Rechel, Owner, The Rechel Group, Inc.

No matter the cause, no matter the opinion,
no matter the desire … change is evolving at
an ever-increasing speed, which challenges banks, and by
extension those with the responsibility to protect the people
and assets required to provide financial services. Join the
opening session as the keynote speaker provides a look at
recent events, and the harbinger of change they represent.

The Evolving Insider Threat
Mike Gips, Principal, Global Insights in Professional
Security, LLC

Fraud risk among trusted insiders remains high
at banks. But fraud is far from the only insider
threat. Staff, contractors, and co-conspirators are committing
identity theft, conducting ransomware attacks, physically
attacking colleagues, pilfering proprietary information and
inadvertently creating exposures by ignoring procedures and
cutting corners. And all these threats have metastasized
with a large segment of the workforce operating out of their
homes. Learn about the latest activities via an updated trend
analysis of perpetrators, incidents and tactics. Attendees will:
• Understand the demographics of insiders; and find out
which employees constitute the biggest threat
• Hear detailed case studies on how insiders succeeded
and where banks missed warning signs and could have
intervened pre incident
• Learn successful tactics from banks that have thwarted
insider attacks; and
• Understand how to build a sound insider threat program

Open Source Intelligence Investigations
Adrian Barnie, Senior Financial Investigator, U.S.
Attorney’s Office

Open source intelligence involves collecting
information from published or otherwise publicly
available sources for utilization in a variety of investigative
functions. OSINT uses advanced techniques to search
through the vast amount of data on public source sites and
gain access to potentially valuable information. This session
will provide information you can use at your bank, with the
following highlighted topics:
• Sources: Active versus Passive OSINT
• Applications: Government/Private Sector: Marketing,
Human Resources and Banking Functions
• The Future of Open Source Intelligence
NEW!

Open Roundtable Discussion

ATM Skimming & Roma Gypsies: 		
A Case Study
Bridgette Lott, Senior Special Agent/SC Law
Enforcement Division, SC State Police Videos/case
study/audio

Join Senior Special Agent Lott who will examine the methods
of criminal gang attacking banks and their customers.
The session will highlight an ATM skimming case in South
Carolina that was later adopted by the FBI Boston Field
Office. In addition to providing information on current trends
and methods, the session will include an arsenal of show-ntell items associated with skimming and card cloning.

New Ideas to Modernize Your 		
Physical Security Risk Analysis
Jim Rechel, Owner, The Rechel Group, Inc.

The principles and components of a bank’s
physical security related risk analysis include
the review of policies, procedures, practices, systems and
physical devices. In this interactive session, attendees will
learn new concepts for inclusion in the review process, while
challenging attendees to review their current configuration.

The Future of Branch Design & What
Security Officers Need to Know
Jeff Klump, President, and Jack Neu, Business Director,
K4 Architecture + Design

The impact of digital transformation in the
financial industry and the events of the global
pandemic have led community banks to
reimagine their branch strategies for operational
and staffing efficiencies; combined with
additional concerns for the health, safety and
welfare of their customers and staff. This session will share
the branch outlook for the next decade and why branches will
continue to serve very important roles for both community
banks and the communities they serve. Specifically for the
security teams, K4 will present successful strategies on how
to position your organization at the forefront of the bank
branch evolution, utilizing tools that compliment branch
design and security. Attendees will discover how to:
• Understand how the size and the role of the branches are
changing;
• Implement the right technology and equipment in the right
locations;
• Consider the new customer experience in today’s world;
• Focus on the exterior design for brand consistency and
security; and
• Keep branch staff and customers safe.

Ask those burning security questions and participate in an open discussion, facilitated by Jim
Rechel. Security officers may submit questions throughout the conference or live during the closing
session. The discussion also provides a unique opportunity for peer and best practices sharing.

TECH TRACK – DAY 1 – THURSDAY, APRIL 7
GENERAL SESSIONS
You Are a Technology Company
Jon Waldman, Chief People Officer/EVP IS Consulting/
President SBS Institute

As your organization reviews its strategic
plans, take a moment to evaluate the use of
technology as a core component of the business. If we’re
being honest, we’ll realize that our organizations have
shifted from performing banking services for a customer
and using technology to make that service more convenient
to truly operating as a technology company that offers
your customer banking services. Look at it this way: if the
majority of customer interactions involve some component
of technology, whether it’s through online banking, mobile
payments, other mobile applications, email, internet-based
telephones (VoIP), looking up customer information in a
CRM or other software, you are a technology company. This
session will look at:
• What Does Our Future Hold?
• Embracing Your Technology Company Status
• Changing Your View of Cybersecurity
• Acting Like a Technology Company

As If We’ve Already Been Breached:
Zero Trust
Dan Hadaway, Partner, Infotex

The NIST Publication may not apply fully to
community banks, but we were already seeing
some wisdom in it before the supply chain scare. And now
that the AIO guidance calls for it, we better be working toward
it. But what DO we act like when we’ve been breached? This
session reveals the low-hanging fruit we may be addressing
in the near future. Merging 20 years of network monitoring
horror stories with 2022 trends and statistics, Dan will help
attendees understand how we act in a breach, and how Zero
Trust will eventually affect this.

Cryptocurrency for Financial Institutions
Larry Pruss, Crypto Advisory Services Practice Lead,
Strategic Resource Management, Inc.

Explore what makes crypto so alluring as both
an investment tool and the target of criminal
activity and what that means to your institution. The session
will address the use of crypto assets to launder illicit
proceeds, recent trends involving crypto technology as a
target and law enforcement’s recent tracing and prosecutorial
efforts. The program will look back at the evolving banking
sector’s reaction to crypto and common red flags based on
your institution’s crypto risk exposure. Attendees will also
learn about recent legislative and regulatory efforts to protect
investors and the U.S. financial system.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Cyber Insurance: All You Need to Know
Katie Gazley, Principal, GAD Insurance; and
Lisa Micciche, AVP, ABA Insurance Services

Hear a real-life claims example highlighting
the stress points in a cyber security program
and the need for adequate cyber insurance
coverage. The presenters will address the
minimum security measures necessary
to obtain coverage from various carriers,
as well as the best practices that can be
implemented to protect your institution. The session will
also outline how the tools used to underwrite financial
institutions are applied prior to obtaining coverage and
ways your bank can use this knowledge. In closing, a
description of coverage available to your bank, including
peer data of limits purchased will be outlined.

The Container/Cloud Environment:
How Innovation Can Unleash 		
Your Technology
Buck Johnson, AVP, Technology & Operations,
COCC

Financial institutions, like all businesses, constantly seek
to improve efficiency and enhance their capabilities.
With the constant change in technology, the demand
on technical resources and personnel to maintain
systems increases, stretching teams and budgets to their
limits. While innovation is key to enhancing technology
production, undertaking any such change has its
challenges. Join this discussion regarding innovating
and evolving technology to build automation, increase
agility, enhance resiliency, leverage cloud services, reduce
deployment time and limit service interruption. Attendees
will:
• Understand how innovation can lead to a wide range of
benefits for technical teams.
• Understand technologies such as the cloud and
containerization at a high level to see their benefits to
technical operations and development.
• See how containerization is a part of the larger
evolution of technology.

IT REGULATORY PANEL
This session includes need-to-know information about
your next IT examination, as regulators from the Ohio
Division of Financial Institutions, Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland, the OCC and the FDIC join us for presentations
and dialogue.

TECH TRACK – DAY 2 – FRIDAY, APRIL 8
GENERAL SESSIONS
A Survey of Competition in 			
Deposits & Payments
Trent Fleming, Consultant, Trent Fleming Consulting

Consumers and businesses continue to look for
convenient and secure payment technologies,
and a number of companies, some familiar and some new
and strange, have popped up to offer this functionality.
For many years, the person-to-person payments market
has seen companies leverage banking channels (ACH and
debit/credit rails, primarily). Now, new companies, seeking
to make their mark in the payments and financial services
space, are seeking bank charters to gain access to payment
mechanisms and funding sources. This session will look at
current and future competitive trends, new and emerging
technologies, and provide food for thought as you seek to
keep up with customer demands for improved technologies.

Community Bank IT Forum & Member Panel
Join OBL IT Forum instructors Jon Waldman, SBS
CyberSecurity and Dan Hadaway, infotex, for a lively
discussion with several member bankers as the group
discusses the top three problems in community bank IT.
The conversation will include recent exam findings and hot
buttons and trends, while also sharing tips and best practices
that are especially useful to others. Topics and questions may
also be submitted in advance of the session.

Roundtable Discussions
Enjoy a closing lunch and conversation among conferencegoers, as Jon Waldman and Dan Hadaway address any
topics that continue to be on your mind not covered
throughout the program agenda.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Pitfalls of CyberSecurity Insurance
Questionnaires, FedLine Assurance
Programs & The Growing Wave of Extra
“IT Audits/Requirements/Reviews”
from Your Service Providers
Paul Elder, EVP/Chief Compliance Officer, Community Banc
Consulting, Inc.

This session outlines the growing, service provider trend
(banks are currently concerned with FedLine services and
Cyber-insurance policies), which requires banks to attest
to having numerous IT controls by completing lengthy
and detailed IT Audit-like documentation and reviews.
These documents include legally binding attestation and
contract language about controls and practices your
bank must have to receive their services while complying
with their terms. Attendees will:
• Learn about these new programs and the providers’
motivations.
• Discuss the dangers of not taking these requirements,
questionnaires, worksheets and attestations seriously.
• Illustrate and describe best practices for approaching
and documenting your process to complete the
requirements;
• Learn methods to deal with the new overhead on your
program; and
• Discuss the future of these programs and the
impending impact on banks.

10 Vulnerabilities Hackers Love
to Exploit
Stephen Bish, Lead Cybersecurity Strategist; and
Timothy Wolfgang, Manager IT Risk Advisory,
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc.

Press coverage of data breaches often
focuses on the impact, but that’s only
half the story. What if you could get a
behind-the-scenes look at the underlying
circumstances that resulted in these
breaches? This team of cybersecurity experts dedicate
significant time and resources into maintaining a
detailed understanding of advanced threat actor’s
current capabilities and methodologies, including
penetration tests and incident response efforts. While
every engagement has a unique set of circumstances,
this session explores the 10 most commonly exploited
vulnerabilities in today’s cybersecurity landscape.
Attendees will gain:
• A high-level understanding of the modern cybersecurity
threat landscape;
• An overview of the most effective tactics, techniques
and procedures used by threat actors and pentesters;
and
• Best-practices and strategic takeaways to help prevent,
detect and respond effectively.

GENERAL INFORMATION
REGISTRATION
Registration prices below include all conference
sessions and materials, as well as meals and
reception as outlined on the program agenda.

Visit www.ohiobankersleague.com
or scan the QR code to the left for
registration information about the
Tech & Security Conference

3-DAY SECURITY & TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
$695
$1,390

per OBL member
per nonmember banker

SECURITY TRACK ONLY (APRIL 6)
$295
$590

per OBL member
per nonmember banker

TECH TRACK ONLY (APRIL 7 & 8)
$495
$990

per OBL member
per nonmember banker

Questions?
Susan Poling Jones
614-340-7611
spoling@ohiobankersleague.com

Registration Assistance?
Sarah Husk
shusk@ohiobankersleague.com

OBL IT FORUM (INCLUDES 3-DAY SECURITY
& TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE)
$1,395
$2,790

per OBL member
per nonmember banker

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations received in writing at least seven
business days prior to the meeting will be refunded
minus a $75 processing fee. No refunds will be
available after March 23. Substitutions are welcome
at any time.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
This program will be held at The Embassy Suites
Columbus Airport, 2886 Airport Drive, Columbus,
OH, 43219, Columbus, OH, 43231. To make an
overnight reservation for $149/night within the OBL
Room Block, call 1-800-EMBASSY and reference
code “OST” to make a reservation by end of day,
Wednesday, March 23. Reservations received
after March 23 will be accepted on a space or rate
available basis.

JOIN THE
2022 OBL
IT FORUM
The 2022 OBL IT Forum offers real-world
scenarios and real-world solutions to common
cyber issues. The program aims to give IT
professionals a better understanding as to how
cybersecurity fits into their information security
program in order to promote confidence in
their daily responsibilities and set them up as
cybersecurity experts.
Membership includes the full 3-day Security &
Technology Conference, as well as programs
on June 7, August 24 & November 10. Contact
Susan Poling Jones at 614-340-7611 for more
details.

Visit www.ohiobankersleague.com
or scan the QR code to the left
for registration information
about the 2022 IT Forum.

